Discrete-Time Modeling of High Power Asymmetric Half-Bridge LED Constant-Current Driver Controlled by Digital Current Mode
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Abstract: The high-power Asymmetric half-bridge Converter (AHBC) LED constant current driver controlled by digital current mode is a fourth-order system. Static operating point, parasitic resistance, load characteristics, sampling effect, modulation mode and loop delay will have great influence on its dynamic performance. In this paper, the small-signal pulse transfer function of the driver is established by the discrete-time modeling method for the two operating points corresponding to the three modulation modes of the trailing edge, leading edge and double edge. And, the effects of parasitic parameters, delay effect, sampling effect and load effect are fully considered in modeling. For a large number of complex exponential matrix operations, the first order Taylor formula is used for approximate calculation after the coefficient matrix is obtained by substituting the data. Then, Matlab software is used to compare and analyze the discrete-time model and the discrete-average model. The results show that the proposed discrete-time model can more accurately characterize the resonant peak and high-frequency dynamic characteristics, and is very suitable for the design of high frequency digital controller.
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1. Introduction

LED light source has many advantages such as high efficiency, energy saving, long life, high reliability and environmental friendliness, so it has been widely used in indoor and outdoor lighting. With the continuous improvement of luminous flux and luminous efficiency, it is expanding to high-power applications such as street lamps, squares, airports and stadiums in an all-round and rapid way[1-3]. As LED light source is usually driven by a constant current, the quality of driver will affect the overall performance of the light source. Asymmetric half-bridge converter has features of high conversion efficiency, low voltage stress, constant frequency control, and a small capacitive
filter[4], it has great advantages when applied to high-power LED driver[5-8].

For AHBC, the feedback gain of current mode control can be increased independently of the secondary resonance to achieve better closed-loop performance. There are three Control modes including Peak Current Control (PCC)[9], Average Current Control (ACC)[10] and Charge Balance Control (CBC)[11]. Among them, Average Current mode Control is more conducive to the improvement of closed-loop performance of the converter[12]. Previous AHBC current mode control was mostly realized by analog method. Driven by the development trend of high frequency digitization, Dr. J.d. Van Wyk proposed the idea of full digital current mode control[13], which will be conducive to improving the anti-interference ability, power density and intelligence level of LED power supply. However, digital design will be faced with the problem that time quantization[14] and amplitude quantization[15] make the control performance worse. Therefore, the establishment of a more accurate small-signal discrete model will be beneficial to the improvement of digital control performance when parasitic parameters, modulation effects, quantization effects and loop delay are taken into account comprehensively[16].

For AHBC, J. Sebastan established its continuous small-signal model using the average circuit method[17]. This average model can accurately reflect the low frequency dynamic characteristics of the converter, but it has a large error in describing the high frequency characteristics above 3kHz. Especially, the prediction of high frequency resonance peak is far from the actual measured value. Moreover, parasitic resistance has great influence on the dynamic performance. Since then, S. Abedinpour established the AHBC state-space averaging small-signal model for voltage mode control considering parasitic resistance[18]. B. Hoi established a state-space averaging small-signal model of the converter for current mode control AHBC, considering disturbance factors such as input voltage, primary side duty ratio, transformer leakage inductance and load current[19]. The state-space averaging small-signal model has been widely used in the design of analog controllers and has obtained better closed-loop control performance. Based on this model, the pulse transfer function of the converter can be obtained by using the mapping theory and considering the effects of sampling, modulation and delay[20]. However, the discrete-average model is not accurate enough to describe the dynamic characteristics of high frequency, and it can only adopt approximate method to handle the delay and quantization error, so the control performance is poor when it is used in the design of high frequency digital controller.

The discrete-time modeling aims at describing the dynamic characteristics of the sample waveforms of the converter. The piecewise concept was used to directly obtain the difference equation, and then the discrete small-signal model was obtained through linearization[21]. Discrete-time model can accurately describe the high-frequency dynamic characteristics of the converter and is very suitable for the design of digital compensation controller for high frequency DC-DC converter. The main research results include modeling for low sampling rate[22], for considering loop delay effect[23], and for considering sampling at any time point[24] etc.. For the problem that matrix exponential derivation is too complex in the process of discrete-time modeling, Taylor’s first term is often used for approximate calculation[25]. In 2018, LI X built discrete-time models of Buck, Boost and Buck-Boost based on low-pass characteristics and considering modulation effect. Then, the model is transformed to S-domain for closed-loop design and better control effect is achieved[25]. For Buck LED driver controlled by peak current mode, Leng Minrui established an improved third-order discrete-time model. And, The stability analysis shows that the model is an effective and accurate small-signal model[27].

AHBC is a fourth-order system due to the existence of parasitic oscillation and output LC filter circuit. Due to a large number of complex matrix exponential calculations, it is difficult to obtain the symbolic expression of the discrete-time model even if the first order approximation is adopted. In this paper, the discrete-time modeling is used to model the AHBC LED constant-current driver controlled by digital current mode. In the process of modeling, parasitic parameters, modulation effects, sampling effects and load effects are considered comprehensively. The first order approximation is adopted to establish the discrete-time model corresponding to each static
operation point directly into the data. Finally, comparative analysis will be carried out between the discrete-time model and the discrete-average model by Matlab software to verify the accuracy of the model.

2. state-space description of AHBC LED constant-current driver

Figure 1 shows the digital current mode control loop of AHBC LED constant-current driver. It is composed of inductance current inner loop and LED current outer loop, including AHBC, LED, digital PWM, sampling holder, A/D converters and digital compensation. $R_{LED}$ is the LED equivalent DC resistance at a specific operation point, which varies with operating point. $R_s$, $R_f$ and $R_m$ are equivalent parasitic resistances of $C_m$, $L_f$ and $C_f$, while $R_s$ and $R_{LED}$ are sampling resistances of inductance current and LED current respectively.

![Figure 1. Block diagram of AHBC LED constant-current driver by digital current mode control.](image)

The output of the $i_{LED}$ digital compensator is taken as the given value of the inductor current, $U_{ref}$. After $U_{ref}$ is compared with the inductance current obtained by high-speed sampling, the control signal $u[n]$ of the DPWM is calculated by the $i_L$ digital controller, and then the duty ratio is adjusted to achieve the purpose of fast tracking the LED reference current. The outer loop is usually compensated by the digital PI regulator, and the inner loop can be controlled by the predictive current algorithm. The open-loop state-space description of AHBC LED constant-current driver without considering the control loop is shown in Equation (1).

$$
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= d[A_1 x + B_1 u_s] + d'[A_0 x + B_0 u_s] \\
y &= d[C_1 x + E_1 u_s] + d'[C_0 x + E_0 u_s]
\end{align*}
$$

(1)

Where, $x = [u_{CC}, i_p, i_L, u_{DQ}]^T$ is the state variable, $y = [i_L, i_{LED}]^T$ is the output vector, $U$ is the input vector, $A_i, B_i, C_i$ and $E_i$ are the state-space model of the converter sub-topology, $i \in \{1, 2\}$ is the operating state, $d$ and $d' = 1 - d$ are the PWM continuous time control signal. The static operating point is shown in Equation (2).
regular sampling is often used in digital control. For example, in the case of trailing-edge 
operating point of the converter is obtained by integrating equation (1), as shown in Equation (4).

However, sampling mode, loop delay, modulation effect and other factors are not taken into 
account in the establishment of the model, which is one of the main reasons for the deterioration of digital 
control performance.

inductance current and LED current can be derived, as shown in Equation (3).

After adding the small-signal disturbance, removing the DC component and taking Laplace 
transform, the open-loop transfer function of state-space average small-signal from duty ratio to 
load effect. It can well reflect the low-frequency dynamic characteristics of the 
converter. When it is applied to the design of the analog controller, a better control effect is achieved.

This state-space average small-signal model fully considers the influence of parasitic 
parameters and load effect. It can well reflect the low-frequency dynamic characteristics of the 
converter. When it is applied to the design of the analog controller, a better control effect is achieved.

3. Discrete-time modeling of AHBC LED constant-current driver

Without considering the small signal disturbance, the difference equation expression of static 
operating point of the converter is obtained by integrating equation (1), as shown in Equation (4).

PWM modulation of DC-DC converter includes three modes: trailing-edge, leading-edge and 
double-edge. As shown in Figure 2, the modulator itself has inherent modulation delay. In addition, 
regular sampling is often used in digital control. For example, in the case of trailing-edge
modulation, the output is synchronously sampled when the PWM output is at a low level, and the sampled value is kept and used for duty cycle control. The modulation delay and sampling delay will lead to the existence of loop delay, which will affect the stability and dynamics of the system.

Figure 2. Modulation method: (a) Trailing-edge modulation; (b) Leading-edge modulation; (c) Double-edge modulation.

The Sequence diagram and waveform of AHBC with trailing-edge modulation are shown in Figure 3. Sampling is carried out during \( D = 0 \), and \( n = \frac{t_{\text{sampl}}}{T_s} \) is taken as the switching period to Discrete-time modeling. Where, \( t_{\text{sampl}} \) is the sampling time point and \( t_d \) is the delay time including sampling delay \( t_{ds} \), calculated delay \( t_{dc} \) and modulation delay \( t_{dm} \), \( \hat{d}_n \) is the small duty cycle signal disturbance, and \( \hat{x}(n) \) is the state variable.

Figure 3. Sequence diagram and waveform of AHBC with trailing-edge modulation

For trailing-edge modulation, when small-signal disturbance is added, DC component is removed and the state-space equation is integrated in the interval of \( nT_s + t_d - DT_s \), \( nT_s + t_d - DT_s \), \( nT_s + t_d - DT_s \), \( nT_s + t_d - DT_s \), \( nT_s + t_d - DT_s \), respectively, the specific expression of the small-signal discrete-time model can be obtained as shown in Table 1.
For Formula (8), assuming no input disturbance, i.e. \( \hat{u} = 0 \), the difference equation of converter as shown in Equation (9) can be obtained.

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{x}[n+1] &= \Phi \hat{x}[n] + \gamma \hat{d}[n] \\
\hat{y}[n+1] &= \delta \hat{x}[n+1]
\end{align*}
\]  

For Formula (8), assuming no input disturbance, i.e. \( \hat{u} = 0 \), the difference equation of converter as shown in Equation (9) can be obtained.

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{x}[n+1] &= \Phi \hat{x}[n] + \gamma \hat{d}[n] \\
\hat{y}[n+1] &= \delta \hat{x}[n+1]
\end{align*}
\]  

Table 2 shows the coefficient matrix of the difference equation with modulation of Trailing-edge, Leading-edge and Double-edge respectively.

Table 2. Small-signal Discrete-time models corresponding to different modulation modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trailing-edge modulation</th>
<th>Leading-edge modulation</th>
<th>Double-edge modulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Phi = e^{A_{2}(T_{T} - t_{0})}e^{A_{0}DT_{T}}e^{A_{1}(t_{0} - DT_{T})} )</td>
<td>( \Phi = e^{A_{2}(T_{T} - t_{0})}e^{A_{0}DT_{T}}e^{A_{1}(t_{0} - DT_{T})} )</td>
<td>( \Phi = e^{A_{2}(T_{T} - t_{0})}e^{A_{0}DT_{T}}e^{A_{1}(t_{0} - DT_{T})} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma = T_{T}e^{A_{1}(T_{T} - t_{0})}F_{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \gamma = T_{T}e^{A_{1}(T_{T} - t_{0})}F_{\gamma} )</td>
<td>( \gamma = T_{T}e^{A_{1}(T_{T} - t_{0})}F_{\gamma} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta = C_{\delta} )</td>
<td>( \delta = C_{\delta} )</td>
<td>( \delta = C_{\delta} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After taking $z$ transformation of Equation (9), the open-loop pulse transfer function shown in Formula (10) can be derived.

$$ W(z) = \frac{\hat{y}(z)}{\hat{d}(z)} = \begin{bmatrix} G_{id}(z) = \frac{i_{IL}(z)}{d(z)} \\ G_{id}(z) = \frac{i_{LED}(z)}{d(z)} \end{bmatrix} = C_0(zI - \Phi)^{-1} \gamma $$

Sampling, delay, modulation and other influencing factors are taken into full account when the pulse transfer function is established by the discrete-time modeling method. Theoretically, the small-signal discrete-time model can accurately represent the dynamic characteristics of the converter. However, to obtain the symbolic expression of the transfer function, a large number of complex matrix exponential operations are needed, and first-order Taylor expansion formula is often used for approximate calculation, as shown in Equation (11). But even so, for fourth-order systems, it is difficult to calculate the specific symbolic expression of the impulse transfer function, which is very inconvenient to analyze the relationship between converter parameters and system performance.

$$ e^{AT} \approx I - AT $$

4. Matlab simulation verification of the discrete-time model

4.1 AHBC LED constant current driver parameter design and its pulse transfer function

The driver is powered by 220V/50Hz AC, which is converted into 400V (±20%) DC by rectification and Boost PFC as the input of AHBC LED constant current driver. The hybrid module composed of 3×14 LEDs is selected as the load. The LED is XP-G2 R5 from CREE. The total power of the module is 210W. Considering the total output current of the constant-current driver, the performance of the discrete-time model is analyzed, and the following assumptions are made:

- Each switching device is an ideal device without considering the parasitic parameters of MOSFET and diode.
- All LEDs are ideal components with the same parameters, regardless of the effect of temperature, the LED module is equivalent with adjustable resistance.

Considering practical application needs, constant current driver is selected to work in two states. First, when the minimum input voltage is 325V, the full-load output current is 4.5A, and the output voltage is 48V. Secondly, when the highest input voltage is 445V, the lowest output current is 0.75A and the output voltage is 37V. Operating condition, circuit component, and static operating points are shown in Table 3. Where, the static operating points are calculated by Formula (2).
are calculated by substituting the parameters. Then, the exponential matrix in \( C \), \( \Phi \), \( D \) values into Formula (10) to obtain the discrete-time small-signals open-loop pulse transfer functions from duty ratio to inductance current and LED current corresponding to the two static working points can be obtained respectively, as shown in Table 4.

### Table 4. State average small-signal model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating point</th>
<th>State average small-signal model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating point 1 (48V/4.5A)</td>
<td>( G_{i,d}(s) = \frac{i_d(s)}{d(s)} = \frac{5.9559(7.0472 \times 10^{-5}s + 1)(1.4421 \times 10^{-12}s^2 + 2.7418 \times 10^{-7}s + 1)}{(5.6948 \times 10^{-5}s^2 + 2.5461 \times 10^{-5}s + 1)(2.8361 \times 10^{-12}s^2 + 1.6347 \times 10^{-7}s + 1)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating point 2 (37V/0.75A)</td>
<td>( G_{i,d}(s) = \frac{i_d(s)}{d(s)} = \frac{4.222(3.3 \times 10^{-5}s + 1)(1.4421 \times 10^{-12}s^2 + 1.7676 \times 10^{-7}s + 1)}{(5.872 \times 10^{-5}s^2 + 1.5473 \times 10^{-5}s + 1)(2.8019 \times 10^{-12}s^2 + 1.6352 \times 10^{-7}s + 1)} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By replacing component parameters, operating conditions and static operating points with Equation (3), the state-space average small-signal open-loop transfer function from duty ratio to inductance current and LED current corresponding to the two static working points can be obtained respectively, as shown in Table 4.
Table 5. small-signal discrete-time models corresponding to the three modes of modulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation</th>
<th>Operating point</th>
<th>Discrete-time model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>operating point 1</td>
<td>$G_{i_{LED}d}(z) = \frac{i_{LED}(z)}{d(z)} = 0.002817(z + 0.075)(z^2 + 5.439z + 16.03) \over (z^2 - 2.015z + 1.019)(z^2 + 3.737z + 6.752)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trailing-edge</td>
<td>($t_d = 3\mu s$)</td>
<td>$G_{i_{LED}tr1}(z) = \frac{i_{LED}(z)}{d(z)} = 0.012817(z + 0.075)(z^2 + 5.439z + 16.03) \over (z^2 - 2.015z + 1.019)(z^2 + 3.737z + 6.752)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>operating point 2</td>
<td>$G_{i_{LED}d}(z) = \frac{i_{LED}(z)}{d(z)} = 0.0075702(z + 0.1403)(z^2 + 5.211z + 16.33) \over (z^2 - 1.998z + 1.002)(z^2 + 3.004z + 7.01)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading-edge</td>
<td>($t_d = 2\mu s$)</td>
<td>$G_{i_{LED}tr2}(z) = \frac{i_{LED}(z)}{d(z)} = 0.002817(z + 0.075)(z^2 + 5.439z + 16.03) \over (z^2 - 2.015z + 1.019)(z^2 + 3.737z + 6.752)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>operating point 2</td>
<td>$G_{i_{LED}d}(z) = \frac{i_{LED}(z)}{d(z)} = 0.0075702(z + 0.1403)(z^2 + 5.211z + 16.33) \over (z^2 - 1.998z + 1.002)(z^2 + 3.004z + 7.01)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-edge</td>
<td>($t_d = 4\mu s$)</td>
<td>$G_{i_{LED}d}(z) = \frac{i_{LED}(z)}{d(z)} = 0.0075702(z + 0.1403)(z^2 + 5.211z + 16.33) \over (z^2 - 1.998z + 1.002)(z^2 + 3.004z + 7.01)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>operating point 2</td>
<td>$G_{i_{LED}d}(z) = \frac{i_{LED}(z)}{d(z)} = 0.0075702(z + 0.1403)(z^2 + 5.211z + 16.33) \over (z^2 - 1.998z + 1.002)(z^2 + 3.004z + 7.01)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Matlab simulation analysis of the discrete-time model

Bode Diagram comparison of discrete-average model and discrete-time model is shown in Figure 4 to Figure 6, where, the discrete-average models are obtained by discretizing the state-average small-signal open-loop transfer functions. In the figures, $L_d$ and $LED_d$ represent the transfer function from duty ratio to inductance current and to LED current respectively. $S$ represents the discrete average model, while $T$, $L$ and $D$ represent the discrete-time models corresponding to the Trailing-edge, Leading-edge and Double-edge modulation respectively. 1 and 2 represent two types of operation states.
Figure 4. Bode Diagram comparison of discrete-time model and discrete-average model at the point of 325V input and 4.5A/48V output: (a) transfer function from duty ratio to inductive current; (b) transfer function from duty ratio to LED current.

Figure 4 shows the Bode diagram of the discrete-average model and the discrete-time model when output is 4.5A/48V. It can be seen that the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the discrete-time model and the discrete-average model deviate significantly at the resonance peak and after 50kHz. This further indicates that the state-space small signal model is not accurate enough to characterize the resonance peak and high-frequency band. In addition, compared with Trailing-edge and Double-edge modulation, when the AHBC is modulated by Leading-edge, the amplitude of inductance current has a large deviation in the low frequency band and the phase of LED current has a larger lag in the high frequency band.

Figure 5. Bode Diagram comparison of discrete-time model and discrete-average model at the point of 445V input and 0.75A/37V output: (a) transfer function from duty ratio to inductive current; (b) transfer function from duty ratio to LED current.

Figure 5 shows the Bode diagram of the discrete-average model and the discrete-time model when output is 0.75A/37V. It can be seen that under light load, the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the inductance current also have a large deviation in the low-frequency component under the three modes of modulation, except for the great difference between the resonant peak and the high frequency. However, it can also be seen that the discrete time model is very accurate in describing the dynamic characteristics of LED current.
Figure 6. Bode Diagram comparison of state 1 and state 2: (a) transfer function from duty ratio to inductive current; (b) transfer function from duty ratio to LED current.

As can be seen from Figure 6, compared with full load, amplitude-frequency characteristics are different in the whole frequency band when output is under light load, and the resonance peak value obviously increases. This shows the influence of static operation point on small-signal dynamic models.

Figure 7 shows the root locus of the discrete model corresponding to state 1. Where, (a) to (d), (e) to (h) are discrete models of duty ratio to inductance current and duty ratio to LED current respectively. (a) and (e) are based on the state-space average method, but (b) to (d) and (f) to (h) are respectively based on the discrete-time modeling in three modulation modes. It can be seen that the impulse transfer function established by the discrete-time modeling is no longer stable because the loop delay is taken into account. This further confirms the effect of delay on the stability of the open-loop system.

Figure 7. Root locus comparison of state 1: (a) to (d) are transfer functions from duty ratio to inductive current; (e) to (h) are transfer functions from duty ratio to LED current; (a) and (e) are based on the state-space average method; (b) to (d) and (f) to (h) are respectively based on the discrete-time modeling in three modulation modes.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the discrete-time small-signal model at different operating points and input conditions was established for AHBC LED constant current driver with Trailing-edge, Leading-edge and Double-edge modulation. The effects of parasitic resistance, load characteristics, sampling effect,
modulation effect and loop delay were considered. The complex matrix exponential operation was calculated by first order approximation and directly substituted into the data. The results show that the proposed discrete-time model can more accurately characterize the resonant peak and high-frequency dynamic characteristics, and is very suitable for the design of high-frequency digital controller.
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